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Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
Introduction

I MOST and analogy to Fourier’s law (K–Theory) invalid

I Occurs when time of flux reversal differs from time of gradient reversal

I Flux reversal may precede gradient reversal and vice-versa

I Blay-Carreras et al. (2014) observed the flux reversal preceding the gradient
reversal by 30–80 min

I Study Objective: Understand and predict the type and duration of the
countergradient behavior
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Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
Background and Definitions

I Paper accepted in Boundary-Layer Meteorology MATERHORN special issue,
“Observations of near-surface heat-flux and temperature profiles through the
early evening transition over contrasting surfaces”

I A study of quiescent, clear sky transitions with fully functional instrumentation
I 8 days at Playa, 13 at Sagebrush
I Individual and ensemble averaged statistics analyzed

I Timing variable definitions [min]
I Time relative to net-radiative sunset: τ ≡ t − tRn=0
I Time of persistent heat flux reversal: τflux
I Time of persistent gradient reversal: τgrad
I Countergradient duration: tlag ≡ τflux − τgrad
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Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
Countergradient Duration

I tlag ≡ τflux − τgrad

I Hypothesis: tlag(z) ≈ − ∂τgrad
∂z

(z − zref)− tlag(zref)

I tlag < 0→ flux reversal precedes gradient reversal (Blay-Carreras et al., 2014)

I tlag > 0→ flux reversal follows gradient reversal
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Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
Heat Flux Budget

I Simplified Heat Flux Budget:
∂w ′θ′

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

= −w ′2
∂θ

∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

−
∂(w ′2θ′)

∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

+
g

θ
θ′2︸ ︷︷ ︸

IV

−
1

ρ
θ′
∂p′

∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
V

I Hypothesis: Terms II (gradient) and IV (buoyant) dictate countergradient behaviour

I The ratio of II/IV evaluated in the late afternoon indicate the countergradient type and
duration: II

IV |LA > 1.6→ tlag < 0 and II
IV |LA < 1.6→ tlag > 0
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Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
Late-Afternoon Gradient to Buoyant Production Ratio

I tlag > 0 – well-defined by a linear fit

I tlag < 0 – Only 2 points

I Exact shape of the curve is unknown
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Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
Idealized Schematic of Countergradient Behaviour

I Grey shading is a countergradient layer

I In both cases, the very near-surface flux is co-gradient

I Flux in countergradient layers is co-gradient with ∂θ
∂z
|z=0
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Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
Observed Countergradient Behaviour

I High density temperature with IR surface temperature

I Cyan curve shows Playa countergradient behaviour

I Green and cyan curves show Sagebrush countergradient behaviour
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
Background

Figure: Taken from Whiteman (2000)

I Driven by horizontal temperature gradients between valley air mass and the slope

I Banta and Gannon (1995): From simulations, increased soil moisture retards
katabatic flow

I Study Objective: Observationally study the impact of increased soil moisture on
katabatic development and structure; develop a simple model that incorporates
soil moisture
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
Instrumentation

I Eastern Slope of Granite
Peak

I Desert Steppe Vegetation

I Low soil moisture

I Anabatic/katabatic diurnal
flow with frequent valley
interaction

I Four 20 m + towers

I Sonic Anemometers at 5–8
levels

I Soil moisture and Solar
Radiation observations at 6
locations throughout slope
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
Low Soil Moisture Transition

I 1 Oct. 2012 - Quiescent Synoptic Conditions

I Soil moisture at 5 cm: 0.052 m3 m−3

I Air moisture at 10 m: 3.7 g kg−1

I Katabatic flow develops at 18:00 MST, 45 min before sunset
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
High Soil Moisture Transition

I 13 Oct. 2012 - “Quiescent” Synoptic Conditions

I Soil moisture at 5 cm: 0.113 m3 m−3

I Air moisture at 10 m: 7.1 g kg−1

I Katabatic flow develops at 19:15 MST, 45 min after sunset
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
Simple Model

I Model Objective: Use simple inputs to model SEB, katabatic timing and structure

I Surface Energy Budget
I SW ↓= S · TK · cos θ̂ (Zhang and Anthes, 1982)

I LW ↑= σT 4
0

I LW ↓= constant

I Ground Heat Flux: HG = Cv z1
∂T
∂t + KH

∂T
∂z |z=z1 (Bailey et al., 2015)

I Sensible and Latent Heat Flux from Penman-Monteith (Allen, 1998)

I Soil Properties
I Albedo: α = η0(αdry − αsat)/0.2 + αdry (Idso and Jackson, 1975)

I Thermal Conductivity: KH = exp[− log(ψs

( ηs
η

)b) + 2.7] (Mccumber and Pielke, 1981)

I Soil Heat Capacity: Cv = (1− ηs ) ∗ Cp + ηCw (Moene and van Dam, 2014)

I Katabatic Timing and Structure (Manins and Sawford, 1979)
I Height: H = C1(sin β)2/3s

I Velocity: U = C2(sin β)2/9
(
− g
θva

w ′θ′0s
)1/3

I Temperature Deficit: d = C3(sin β)−8/9
(
− g
θva

w ′θ′0
)2/3s−1/3

I Start time: u ∂u∂x ≈ gd sin β

θ
(Hunt et al., 2003)
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
Soil Properties
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
Radiation Balance: Dashed Line is Modeled
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Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
Ground Heat Flux
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Conclusions

I Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
I Countergradient type and duration can be forecast by the ratio of gradient to buoyant

production of sensible heat flux

I Heat flux at all levels is co-gradient with ∂θ
∂z |z=0, local countergradient fluxes due to

“residual” layers

I Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
I Observations show a delay in katabatic development during moist transitions

I Models accurately estimate the albedo and heat capacity of the soil as a function of soil
moisture, the thermal conductivity model performs poorly

I The radiation balance is accurately model but HG is overestimated

I There’s still a lot of work to do!
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% conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
% copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
% notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
% and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
% along with the Program.
%
% You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
% you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
%
%   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
% of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
% distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
% above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
%
%     a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
%     stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
%
%     b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
%     whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
%     part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
%     parties under the terms of this License.
%
%     c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
%     when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
%     interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
%     announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
%     notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
%     a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
%     these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
%     License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
%     does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
%     the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
%
% These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
% identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
% and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
% themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
% sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
% distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
% on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
% this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
% entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
%
% Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
% your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
% exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
% collective works based on the Program.
%
% In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
% with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
% a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
% the scope of this License.
%
%   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
% under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
% Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
%
%     a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
%     source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
%     1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
%
%     b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
%     years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
%     cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
%     machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
%     distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
%     customarily used for software interchange; or,
%
%     c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
%     to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
%     allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
%     received the program in object code or executable form with such
%     an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
%
% The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
% making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
% code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
% associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
% control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
% special exception, the source code distributed need not include
% anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
% form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
% operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
% itself accompanies the executable.
%
% If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
% access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
% access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
% distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
% compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
%
%   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
% except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
% otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
% void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
% However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
% this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
% parties remain in full compliance.
%
%   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
% signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
% distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
% prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
% modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
% Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
% all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
% the Program or works based on it.
%
%   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
% Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
% original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
% these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
% restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
% You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
% this License.
%
%   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
% infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
% conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
% otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
% excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
% distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
% License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
% may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
% license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
% all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
% the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
% refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
%
% If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
% any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
% apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
% circumstances.
%
% It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
% patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
% such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
% integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
% implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
% generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
% through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
% system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
% to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
% impose that choice.
%
% This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
% be a consequence of the rest of this License.
%
%   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
% certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
% original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
% may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
% those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
% countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
% the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
%
%   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
% of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
% be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
% address new problems or concerns.
%
% Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program
% specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
% later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
% either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
% Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
% this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
% Foundation.
%
%   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
% programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
% to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
% Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
% make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
% of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
% of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
%
%                 NO WARRANTY
%
%   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
% FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
% OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
% PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
% OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
% MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
% TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
% PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
% REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
%
%   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
% WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
% REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
% INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
% OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
% TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
% YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
% PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
% POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
%
%              END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
%
%         How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
%
%   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
% possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
% free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
%
%   To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
% to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
% convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
% the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
%
%     <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
%     Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
%
%     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
%     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
%     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
%     (at your option) any later version.
%
%     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
%     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
%     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
%     GNU General Public License for more details.
%
%     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
%     with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
%     51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
%
% Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
%
% If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
% when it starts in an interactive mode:
%
%     Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
%     Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
%     This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
%     under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
%
% The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
% parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
% be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
% mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
%
% You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
% school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
% necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
%
%   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
%   `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
%
%   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
%   Ty Coon, President of Vice
%
% This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
% proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
% consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
% library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
% Public License instead of this License.
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%======================================================================================

\section{Part 1}
\begin{frame}
{Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset}
{Introduction}
\begin{center} 

\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{0.8em}
\item MOST and analogy to Fourier's law (K--Theory) invalid
\item Occurs when time of flux reversal differs from time of gradient reversal
\item Flux reversal may precede gradient reversal and vice-versa
\item \cite{Carreras2014} observed the flux reversal preceding the gradient reversal by 30--80 min
\item Study Objective: \emph{Understand and predict the type and duration of the countergradient behavior}
\end{itemize}
\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=0.65\textwidth]{phi_h.pdf}
\end{figure}

\end{center}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset}
{Background and Definitions} 
\begin{center} 

\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1.5em}
\item Paper accepted in \textit{Boundary-Layer Meteorology} MATERHORN special issue, ``Observations of near-surface heat-flux and temperature profiles through the early evening transition over contrasting surfaces''
\item A study of quiescent, clear sky transitions with fully functional instrumentation
\begin{itemize}
\item 8 days at Playa, 13 at Sagebrush
\item Individual and ensemble averaged statistics analyzed
\end{itemize}
\item Timing variable definitions [min]
\begin{itemize}
\item Time relative to net-radiative sunset: $\tau\equiv t-t_{\mathrm{R_n}=0}$ 
\item Time of persistent heat flux reversal: $\tau_{\mathrm{flux}}$
\item Time of persistent gradient reversal: $\tau_{\mathrm{grad}}$ 
\item Countergradient duration:  $t_{\mathrm{lag}} \equiv \tau_{\mathrm{flux}} - \tau_{\mathrm{grad}}$ 
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{center}
\end{frame}

%========================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset}
{Countergradient Duration}
\centering
\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item $t_{\mathrm{lag}} \equiv \tau_{\mathrm{flux}} - \tau_{\mathrm{grad}}$ 
\item Hypothesis:  $t_{\mathrm{lag}}(z) \approx -\frac{\partial \tau_{\mathrm{grad}}}{\partial z} (z-z_\mathrm{ref})  - t_\mathrm{lag}(z_\mathrm{ref})$
\item $t_{\mathrm{lag}}<0 \rightarrow$ flux reversal \emph{precedes} gradient reversal \citep{Carreras2014}
\item $t_{\mathrm{lag}}>0 \rightarrow$ flux reversal \emph{follows} gradient reversal
\end{itemize}
\vspace{1em}
\includegraphics[width=0.7\textwidth]{t_lag.pdf}

\end{frame}

%========================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset}
{Heat Flux Budget}
\centering
\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{0.5em}
\item Simplified Heat Flux Budget: \small{$\underbrace{\frac{\partial\overline{w'\theta'}}{\partial t}}_{\text{I}} = \underbrace{-\overline{w'^2}\frac{\partial \overline{\theta}}{\partial z}}_{\text{II}} \underbrace{-\frac{\partial(\overline{w'^2\theta'})}{\partial z}}_{\text{III}} \underbrace{+\frac{g}{\overline{\theta}}\overline{\theta'^2}}_{\text{IV}} \underbrace{-\frac{1}{\rho}\overline{\theta'\frac{\partial p'}{\partial z}}}_{\text{V}}$}
\item Hypothesis: Terms II (gradient) and IV (buoyant) dictate countergradient behaviour
\item The ratio of II/IV evaluated in the late afternoon indicate the countergradient type and duration: $\frac{II}{IV}|_{\mathrm{LA}}>1.6\rightarrow t_{\mathrm{lag}}<0~~$ and $~~\frac{II}{IV}|_{\mathrm{LA}}<1.6\rightarrow t_{\mathrm{lag}}>0$
\end{itemize}
\vspace{1em}
\includegraphics[width=0.6\textwidth]{fluxTendRatio.pdf}


\end{frame}

%========================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset}
{Late-Afternoon Gradient to Buoyant Production Ratio}


\centering
\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item $\overline{t_{\mathrm{lag}}}>0$ -- well-defined by a linear fit
\item $\overline{t_{\mathrm{lag}}}<0$ -- Only 2 points 
\item Exact shape of the curve is unknown
\end{itemize}
\vspace{1em}
\includegraphics[width=0.75\textwidth]{ratioVsLag.pdf}

\end{frame}

%========================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset}
{Idealized Schematic of Countergradient Behaviour}


\centering
\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item Grey shading is a countergradient layer
\item In both cases, the very near-surface flux is co-gradient
\item Flux in countergradient layers is co-gradient with $\frac{\partial \overline{\theta}}{\partial z}|_{z=0}$
\end{itemize}
\vspace{1em}
\includegraphics[width=0.75\textwidth]{CGschem.pdf}

\end{frame}

%========================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset}
{Observed Countergradient Behaviour}


\centering
\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item High density temperature with IR surface temperature
\item Cyan curve shows Playa countergradient behaviour
\item Green and cyan curves show Sagebrush countergradient behaviour
\end{itemize}
\vspace{1em}
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{FullThetaProfiles.pdf}

\end{frame}

%========================================================================================
\section{Part 2}
\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{Background}

\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=0.7\textwidth]{slopeFlowsSchem.png}
\caption{Taken from Whiteman (2000)}
\vspace{-2em}
\end{figure}
\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1.1em}
\item Driven by horizontal temperature gradients between valley air mass and the slope
\item \cite{Banta1995}: From simulations, increased soil moisture retards katabatic flow
\item Study Objective: \emph{Observationally study the impact of increased soil moisture on katabatic development and structure; develop a simple model that incorporates soil moisture}
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{Instrumentation}

\begin{columns}[T] % align columns
\begin{column}{0.4\textwidth}
\begin{itemize}
\vspace{2em}
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item Eastern Slope of Granite Peak
\item Desert Steppe Vegetation
\item Low soil moisture
\item Anabatic/katabatic diurnal flow with frequent valley interaction
\item Four 20 m $+$ towers
\item Sonic Anemometers at 5--8 levels
\item Soil moisture and Solar Radiation observations at 6 locations throughout slope
\end{itemize} 
\end{column}%

\hfill%
\vspace{-1em}
\begin{column}{0.64\textwidth}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{eastSlopeMap2.jpg}
\vfill
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{slopeTransect.pdf}
\end{column}

\end{columns}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================
\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{Low Soil Moisture Transition}

\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\item 1 Oct. 2012 - Quiescent Synoptic Conditions
\item Soil moisture at 5 cm: 0.052 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$
\item Air moisture at 10 m: 3.7 g kg$^-1$
\item Katabatic flow develops at 18:00 MST, 45 min \emph{before} sunset
\end{itemize}

\begin{center} 
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{slopeOct_01dryPres.pdf}

\end{center}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{High Soil Moisture Transition}

\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\item 13 Oct. 2012 - ``Quiescent'' Synoptic Conditions
\item Soil moisture at 5 cm: 0.113 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$
\item Air moisture at 10 m: 7.1 g kg$^-1$
\item Katabatic flow develops at 19:15 MST, 45 min \emph{after} sunset
\end{itemize}

\begin{center} 
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{slopeOct_13wetPres.pdf}

\end{center}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{Simple Model}

\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item Model Objective: Use simple inputs to model SEB, katabatic timing and structure
\item Surface Energy Budget
\begin{itemize}
\setlength\itemsep{0.5em}
\item $SW\downarrow=S\cdot T_K\cdot \cos\hat{\theta}$ \citep{Zhang1982}
\item $LW\uparrow = \sigma T_0^4$
\item $LW\downarrow =$ constant
\item Ground Heat Flux: $H_G = C_vz_1\frac{\partial \overline{T}}{\partial t}+K_H\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}|_{z=z1}$ \citep{Bailey2015}
\item Sensible and Latent Heat Flux from Penman-Monteith \citep{Allen1998}
\end{itemize}

\item Soil Properties
\begin{itemize}
\setlength\itemsep{0.5em}
\item Albedo:  $\alpha=\eta_0(\alpha_{\mathrm{dry}}-\alpha_{\mathrm{sat}})/0.2 + \alpha_{\mathrm{dry}}$ \citep{Idso1975}
\item Thermal Conductivity: $K_H=exp[-\log(\psi_s\big(\frac{\eta_s}{\eta}\big)^b)+2.7]$  \citep{Mccumber1981}
\item Soil Heat Capacity: $C_v=(1-\eta_s)*C_p+\eta C_w$ \citep{Moene2014}
\end{itemize}

\item Katabatic Timing and Structure \citep{Manins1979}
\begin{itemize}
\setlength\itemsep{0.5em}
\item Height: $H=C_1(\sin \beta)^{2/3}s$
\item Velocity: $U=C_2(\sin \beta)^{2/9}\big(-\frac{g}{\theta_{va}}\overline{w'\theta_0'}s\big)^{1/3}$
\item Temperature Deficit: $\overline{d} = C_3(\sin \beta)^{-8/9}\big(-\frac{g}{\theta_{va}}\overline{w'\theta_0'}\big)^{2/3}s^{-1/3}$
\item Start time: $\overline{u}\frac{\partial \overline{u}}{\partial x}\approx g\overline{d} \frac{\sin \beta}{\overline{\theta}} $ \citep{Hunt2003}
\end{itemize}

\end{itemize}

\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{Soil Properties}

\begin{center} 
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{seasonal.pdf}

\end{center}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{Radiation Balance:  Dashed Line is Modeled}

\begin{center} 
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{radBalance.pdf}

\end{center}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\begin{frame}
{Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow}
{Ground Heat Flux}

\begin{center} 
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Hg.pdf}

\end{center}
\end{frame}

%======================================================================================

\section{Conclusion}
\begin{frame}
{Conclusions}
\begin{center} 

\begin{itemize}%[<+->]
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item Countergradient Heat Flux Observations Near Sunset
\begin{itemize}
\setlength\itemsep{1em}
\item Countergradient type and duration can be forecast by the ratio of gradient to buoyant production of sensible heat flux
\item Heat flux at all levels is co-gradient with $\frac{\partial \overline{\theta}}{\partial z}|_{z=0}$, local countergradient fluxes due to ``residual'' layers
\end{itemize}


\item Effect of Soil Moisture on Katabatic Flow
\begin{itemize}
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\item Observations show a delay in katabatic development during moist transitions
\item Models accurately estimate the albedo and heat capacity of the soil as a function of soil moisture, the thermal conductivity model performs poorly
\item The radiation balance is accurately model but $H_G$ is overestimated
\item There's still a lot of work to do!
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
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